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This book looks at financial advisory from a behavioural perspective, and focuses on how the nature of the relationship between
advisors and clients may affect the ability of the advisor to perform its functions. Broken into three key parts, the book looks at the
client, the advisor, and the relationship between the two. Chapters review relevant theories of decision-making under risk to
understand the nature of clients’ decisions. The literature on advisors’ functions and the normative landscape regulating financial
advisory are also addressed. Finally, this book reviews how behavioural finance has traditionally addressed portfolio selection and
explains how trust can be seen as a viable avenue to maximize advisors’ effectiveness and pursue clients’ needs. This book will
be of interest to both behavioural finance scholars and practitioners interested in understanding what the future of financial
advisory may have in stock.
This synthesis will be of interest to traffic engineers, public officials, and others interested in developing improved traffic signal
timing procedures. Information has been assembled on traffic signal timing software, resources required for timing, procedures for
single intersections and coordinated systems, pedestrian intervals, and fine- tuning solutions. Traffic engineers need to know the
comparative requirements and effectiveness of alternative traffic signal timing techniques. This report of the Transportation
Research Board describes these techniques, presents the general principles for application, including source material for more
detailed information, and discusses the issues associated with traffic signal timing alternatives. It should be noted that, while traffic
engineers frequently use standards developed by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, the
Federal Highway Administration, or other agencies in making engineering judgments, they are always well advised to protect
themselves by carefully supporting the bases of their decisions with factual findings and documenting the reasons for the
decisions.
Finance and Development
The complete guide to alternative investments, from experts working with CFA Institute Alternative Investments is the definitive
guide to understanding non-traditional asset classes. Alternatives are a disparate group of investments that are distinguished from
long-only, publicly traded investments in stocks, bonds, and cash (often referred to as traditional investments). Alternative
investments include real estate, commodities, infrastructure, and other non-traditional investments such as private equity or debt
and hedge funds. They are attractive to investors because of the potential for portfolio diversification resulting in a higher riskadjusted return for the portfolio. Alternative Investments and its accompanying workbook (sold separately) lead students and
investment professionals through the many characteristics of non-traditional assets, including: Narrow specialization of the
investment managers Relatively low correlation of returns with those of traditional investments Less regulation and less
transparency than traditional investments Limited historical risk and return data Unique legal and tax considerations Higher fees,
often including performance or incentive fees Concentrated portfolios Restrictions on redemptions (i.e. “lockups” and “gates”)
CFA Institute is the world's premier association for investment professionals, and the governing body for the CFA® Program,
CIPM® Program, CFA Institute ESG Investing Certificate, and Investment Foundations® Program. Those seeking a deeper
understanding of the markets, mechanisms, and use of alternatives will value the level of expertise CFA Institute brings to the
discussion, providing a clear, comprehensive resource for students and professionals alike. Whether used alone or in conjunction
with the companion workbook, Alternative Investments offers a complete course in alternative investments and their role in
investment management.
This Manual offers guidelines for the presentation of monetary and financial statistics. It provides a set of tools for identifying,
classifying, and recording stocks and flows of financial assets and liabilities, describes the standard, analytically oriented frame
works in which the statistics may be presented, and identifies a set of analytically useful aggregates within those frameworks. The
concepts and principles set out in the Manual are harmonized with those of the System of National Accounts 1993.
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